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Position: Solution Architect
Experience- Up to 12 Years
Compensation- Best in Industry
Open Positions – 2
Location- Gurugram

Eligibility Requirements:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bachelor’s degree in information technology, software engineering, computer science, or
related field.
Proven experience in engineering and software architecture design.
In-depth understanding of coding languages (Java, JavaScript).
Plan, design, and execute complex UiPath Internal and Client Solution Configurations
Minimum 5 years on similar role with proven SDLC, PDLC experience.

Job Description & Responsibilities:
1. An innovative solution architect to develop and implement systems architecture that will
meet business needs. The solution architect’s responsibilities include gathering
requirements and functional specifications, assessing the current software systems in place
to identify areas in need of improvement, and overseeing development teams.
2. Building and integrating information systems to meet the company’s needs.
3. Assessing the systems architecture currently in place and working with technical staff to
recommend solutions to improve it.
4. Collaborate with IT development team to assure architectural solution could be suitably
translated into effectual and robust implementation.
5. Prepare and present test plan, Solution Design, technical presentations, analyst briefings plus
white papers to respond to different Custom Solution deliverables.
6. Identify customer requirements, analyse alternatives, and conduct solution
recommendations related to software, platform, and network configurations.
About Company
Biocube Matrics Pvt. Ltd. is 100% subsidiary company of USA parent which is part of the large diversified
business group with interests in investment banking (www.euromaxcapital.com), green energy
(www.sunwaysglobal.com), homeland security (www.eirenesystems.com), mining, trading etc. globally
Biocube has been emerged as internationally recognised and rapidly growing brand during last 5+ Years with
its offices in USA, India and around the globe.
Biocube has successfully developed a proprietary Computer Vision, AI & multi model Biometric technology
platform for which it has filed patent in USA.
E-Mail: career@biocube.ai / Contact Number: 0124-4420107 www.biocube.ai
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